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Computing photoionization spectra in Gaussian basis sets

Ivan Duchemin∗, Antoine Levitt†

Abstract

We present a method to compute the photoionization spectra of atoms and molecules in linear re-
sponse time-dependent density functional theory. The electronic orbital variations corresponding to
ionized electrons are expanded on a basis set of delocalized functions obtained as the solution of the
inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation with gaussian basis set functions as right-hand side. The resulting
scheme is able to reproduce photoionization spectra without any need for artificial regularization or lo-
calization. We demonstrate that it is able to produce accurate spectra for semilocal exchange-correlation
functionals even using relatively small standard gaussian basis sets.

1 Introduction

Time-dependent functional theory in the linear response regime (LR-TDDFT) is widely used to compute
excitation energies of molecules. The traditional way to compute these properties involves solving the Casida
equations [4], which are the discretized LR-TDDFT equations in a basis set of localized functions (typically,
gaussian basis sets). This is very convenient for the excitations lying below the ionization potential, for which
the orbital variations are localized functions. This however fails to reproduce the photoionization spectrum,
turning a continuous function into a series of infinitely sharp peaks (Dirac deltas). These peaks approximate
the function in a weak sense (when integrated against smooth functions) in the limit of complete basis sets
[9], but pointwise values are not easily obtained.

Various techniques have been used to remedy this. The simplest and most general technique is to use
an artificial dissipation parameter η. This effectively adds a constant imaginary part to the Hamiltonian,
broadening the infinitely sharp peaks and producing a continuous function. Another related technique
is the use of complex absorbing potentials, where the imaginary part is only made to act away from the
molecule, effectively attempting to broaden only the states that correspond to ionized electrons [13]. Another
variation on the same idea is to add the imaginary part to the molecular orbitals energies directly [6]. When
implemented in the time domain, these techniques can be understood as adding an artificial dissipation,
resulting in states with finite lifetimes (complex energies).

These schemes shift the poles of the response function away from the real axis into the lower complex
plane, resulting in response functions that can mathematically be expressed as sums of Lorentzians. How-
erver, this does not respect the mathematical structure of photoionization spectra (infinitely sharp peaks
before the ionization potential, continuous function with sharp changes around the ionization potentials as
well as possible resonances). As a result, when the basis sets are small (as is the case for typical gaussian
basis sets), spectra are often unsatisfactory.

Another class of methods attempts to recover the continuous photoionization spectrum from the discrete
peaks by fitting rational functions to quantities that are computable on localized basis sets, such as moments
of the oscillator strengths or values of the polarizability in the complex plane: examples include Stieljes
imaging or Padé extrapolation (see [19] for a review). These methods are intrinsically numerically unstable
and need a non-trivial manual parameter selection.

More sophisticated schemes like the complex scaling and exterior complex scaling methods use the analytic
continuation of the solutions to transform oscillatory tails into decaying ones, resulting in more accurate
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spectra [5]. These schemes are however non-trivial to implement, and require significant fine-tuning of
parameters (as do the dissipation-based schemes).

A more principled class of methods involve solving an approximate form of the equation exactly outside
of the computational domain, resulting in a Dirichlet-to-Neumann map that acts as an effective boundary
condition [15]. These schemes are however hard to implement in systems without spherical symmetry.

In this paper, inspired by a method we recently developed to compute resonances in locally perturbed
periodic media [7], we propose a new scheme that does not rely on artificial dissipation or localization
methods, and works for arbitrary molecules without symmetries. The method can be summarized as follows.
The LR-TDDFT equations for the orbital variations δψ±i are of the Helmholtz form

(±ω + i0+ + εi + 1
2∆)δψ±i = f

where f is a localized function (that depends self-consistently on all the δψ±i ) and εi < 0 are the Kohn-Sham
one-particle energies. The i0+ in this equation means that the equation is to be solved for finite positive
values iη, and η is to be taken to tend to zero after the calculation.

From the form of the Green function of the operator ±ω+ i0+ + εi+ 1
2∆, it can be seen that, in the limit

η → 0+, for ω > −εi, δψ+
i will be delocalized. Physically, δψ+

i represents an electron ionization; the positive
values of η correspond to imposing an outgoing wave boundary condition. It is not appropriate to discretize
the delocalized δψ+

i on a localized basis set; in fact, doing so results in a singular photoionization limit that,
in the limit η → 0+, tends to a finite sum of Dirac masses located at the Casida excitation energies. These
then have to be regularized to obtain a continuous spectrum. Instead, we perform the change of variable

δψ+
i = (ω + i0+ + εi + 1

2∆)−1δφ+i ,

and discretize φ+i (which is localized) on a standard gaussian basis set. Equivalently, we discretize δψ+
i on

a basis set consisting of solutions of the Helmholtz equation with gaussian basis set functions as right-hand
side.

By respecting the structure of the equations (localized excitation or delocalized ionization, depending on
the value of ±ω + εi), this method allows us to compute photoionization spectra directly. Compared to the
standard method of solving the Casida equations, it is much more accurate, resulting in accurate spectra
using very moderate basis sets. It can be easily adapted to compute resonances, and is fully general, being
suited to molecules as well as atoms. The flip side is an added computational cost, which, although formally
having the same cubic scaling as usual TDDFT methods, has a higher prefactor, mostly due to the need for
frequency-dependent integrals on a real space grid. These are however highly parallelizable.

2 Methods

2.1 Model

We consider a molecule with N spin-paired electrons modeled using time-dependent adiabatic Kohn-Sham
density functional theory with a semilocal functional, and an electrostatic potential Vnucl originating from
the nuclei. The ground-state orbitals ψi satisfy, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N/2},

H[ρ]ψi = εiψi

where, in atomic units,

H[ρ] = − 1
2∆ + Vtot[ρ]

Vtot = Vnucl + VHxc[ρ]

VHxc[ρ](r) =

∫
ρ(r′)

|r− r′|
dr′ + vxc(ρ(r))
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The total density is ρ(r) = 2
∑N/2
i=1 |ψi(r)|2. We choose the ground-state orbitals to be real for simplicity,

but the scheme extends trivially to complex orbitals.
Consider now a perturbing potential δVP . In the time-harmonic regime, the first-order response can be

described by the Sternheimer equations [15]

(±ω + iη + εi −H[ρ])δψ±i − (fHXCδρ)ψi = δVPψi

The variation in the Hartree-exchange-correlation kernel is given by

(fHXCδρ)(r) =

∫
δρ(r′)

|r− r′|
dr′ + v′xc(ρ(r))δρ(r).

and the variation in density by

δρ(r) = 2

N/2∑
i=1

ψi(r)(δψ+
i (r) + δψ−i (r)).

This defines the total variation in polarization

δP =

∫
rδρ(r)dr.

When δVP(r) = −e · r, the linear relationship δP = α(ω + iη)e defines the polarizability tensor α, a 3 × 3
matrix. Finally, the photoionization cross-section is given by

σ(ω) = lim
η→0+

4πω

c

1

3
Tr(α(ω + iη)),

with c the speed of light, and will be our main observable of interest.

2.2 Integral form and delocalization

The standard approach to discretizing these equations is to expand δψi in a basis, which leads to the usual
Casida equations. This is however inefficient when ω is greater than −εi, at which point the electron becomes
ionized and δψ+

i is delocalized. To see this, we write the Sternheimer equations as

(±ω + iη + εi + 1
2∆)δψ±i = Vtotδψ

±
i + (fHXCδρ)ψi + δVPψi (1)

Since Vtot and ψi are localized, the right-hand side is localized. Introduce the free Green’s functionG0(r, r′; z),
the kernel of the inverse of the operator z + 1

2∆, well-defined when η > 0. We can then reformulate the
Sternheimer equations in integral form

δψ±i = G0(±ω + iη + εi)
(
Vtotδψ

±
i + (fHXCδρ)ψi + δVPψi

)
An explicit computation shows that the kernel of the Green function is given by

G0(r, r′, z) = − 1

2π

eik(z)|r−r
′|

|r− r′|

where k(z) is the square root of 2z with positive imaginary part (so that G0 is localized when η > 0).
When z = ±ω + iη + εi approaches the real axis, this Green function is oscillatory when Re(z) > 0,

and decaying when Re(z) < 0. In the region ω > 0, −ω + εi is always negative, and therefore δψ−i will be
localized. However, the behavior of ψ+

i depends on whether ω < −εi or ω > εi (below or above ionization
threshold). In the case ω < −εi, δψ+

i will be localized; in the case ω < −εi, it will be oscillatory. This
explains why usual methods, based on the discretization of δψi, have trouble reproducing the ionization
region ω > −εi.
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2.3 Our method

Our approach is to use the change of variables

δψ+
i = G0(±ω + iη + εi)δφ

+
i when ω + εi > 0

and to discretize δφ+i in a Gaussian basis set instead of δψ+
i directly. This ensures automatically the correct

asymptotic behavior for δψ+
i . The δφ+i satisfy the integral equation

δφ+i − VtotG0(+ω + iη + εi)δφ
+
i − (fHXCδρ)ψi = δVPψi (2)

When ±ω+εi ≤ 0, we discretize δψ±i in the usual way on a basis of Gaussian-type orbitals (χα)α=1,...,Nb .
When ±ω + εi > 0, we discretize δφ±i on the basis:

δφ+i (r) =

Nb∑
α=1

a+iαχα(r) when ω + εi > 0

δψ±i (r) =

Nb∑
α=1

b±iαχα(r) otherwise

This sets up a linear system in the coefficients (a, b).
Note that from (2) it follows that δφ+i is as localized as Vtotψ

+
i . Therefore, the decay of the total mean-

field potential determines the localization of δφ+i , and therefore the effectiveness of the numerical method.
When using semilocal density functionals (with exponentially decaying exchange-correlation potentials),
this is determined by the electrostatic potential. We can therefore rank systems by decreasing order of
localization: atoms (exponentially decaying potential), nonpolar molecules (potential decaying as 1/r3),
polar molecules (1/r2), charged systems (1/r). When using hybrid functionals incorporing Hartree-Fock
exchange, the effective potential seen by ionized electrons behaves as 1/r [15], and we expect our method to
have difficulties.

2.4 Solution of the linear system

We project the Sternheimer equations (1) and (2) on the basis to obtain{
(S −K+

i )a+i − gi[a, b] = hi when ω + εi > 0

((±ω + εi + iη)S −H)b±i − gi[a, b] = hi otherwise,
(3)

where

Sαβ = 〈χα|χβ〉
Hαβ = 〈χα| − 1

2∆ + Vtot|χβ〉
K+
iαβ = 〈χα|VtotG0(+ω + iη + εi)|χβ〉

giα[a, b] = 〈χα|fHXCδρ[a, b]|ψi〉
hiα = 〈χα|δVP |ψi〉

The computation of S, H and hi are standard. For K, the matrix elements are not analytic. However,
the values (G0(±ω + iη + εi)χβ)(r) can be computed analytically for all r (see Appendix). Therefore, we
introduce an integration grid with points rl and weights wl, and approximate Kαβ as

Kαβ ≈
∑
l

wlχα(rl)Vtot(rl)(G0(±ω + iη + εi)χβ)(rl).
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The values of Vtot(rl) arising from the nuclei and exchange-correlation terms are computed exactly, as is
usual in DFT. Note that since the delocalizing operator G0 is then multiplied by localized quantities, the grid
only needs to be sufficient to integrated localized functions. In practice, we found that a coarse exchange-
correlation grid was often adequate.

The computation of g, assuming that all the (a, b) are known, is more conveniently reformulated as

giα = 〈δρ[a, b]|fHXCψiχα〉.

The values of fHXCψiχα on the grid are precomputed, using the same technique as for the computation

of Vtot. Then, δρ[a, b](r) = 2
∑N/2
j=1 ψj(r)(δψ+

j (r) + δψ−j (r)) is formed on the grid, by using the values of
G0(±ω + iη + εi)χα on the grid and the (a, b) coefficients.

The linear system (3) is solved with the GMRES iterative solver, preconditioned by S −K+
i (for the a

block) and (±ω + εi)S −H (for the b block).
The additional computational cost compared to standard iterative TDDFT computations is summarized

in Table 1. Note that these steps are cubic scaling (and, for low-lying excitations where the number of
ionized electrons is of the order of unity, quadratically scaling) except for the steps involving fHXC. The
scaling can be improved using techniques such as the resolution of the identity. However, in our tests, the
step involving the computation of the values of G0χα on the grid dominated the overall computational time,
and therefore we did not optimize the other steps.

Operation Cost
Precomputations of fHXCψiχα NgNoccNb +N2

bNgNocc

Computation of G0(±ω + iη + εi)χα on the grid NωNionizedNgNb

Matrix-vector products with K NωNionizedNiterNgNb

Table 1: Dominant scaling of the main operations compared to standard iterative TDDFT. Nb is the number
of basis functions, Ng the number of grid points, Nocc the number of occupied orbitals, Nionized the number
of ionized orbitals. Typically, Nionized � Nocc � Nb � Ng. Additionally, Nω is the number of frequencies
desired, and Niter is the number of iterations of the iterative solver (typically, ≤ 10).

3 Results

We implemented the method in the Julia programming language [3], interfacing with the PySCF pack-
age [16] to perform the initial setup and DFT run. The integrals described in the Appendix were imple-
mented in the GaIn Fortran library. The code is freely available at https://github.com/antoine-levitt/
PhotoionizationGTO.jl and https://gitlab.maisondelasimulation.fr/beDeft/GaIn.

All results presented below use the LDA exchange-correlation functional, with no spin polarization. The
use of the LDA functional is inadequate to obtain accurate photoionization spectra for the systems studied
here, but the emphasis in this paper is on the methodology rather than on the particular results.

Unless explicitly mentioned, we used a very coarse exchange-correlation grid (PySCF setting 1), which
yielded reasonably accurate results at minimal computational cost. We used the Dunning augmented basis
sets [8, 11], as provided by the basis set exchange [14]. These basis sets are designed for converging post-
Hartree-Fock methods rather than TDDFT properties, and are very suboptimal here. We simply use them
to demonstrate that acceptable convergence can be obtained in basis sets not specifically designed for that
purpose.

3.1 Atoms

Atoms have an exponentially decaying total potential; therefore, we expect the δφ to be exponentially
localized, making it an ideal case for our method. On atoms, we are able to compare the results to a
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reference (black line) computed using the atom-specific method of [15]. We focus in this section on He and
Be atoms.

Helium is the simplest system, with only one occupied orbital (1s). Accordingly, its TDLDA photoion-
ization spectrum has only one threshold, plotted as a dashed vertical line. We see that results are already
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Figure 1: Photoionization of Helium, with standard basis sets (left) and even-tempered basis sets (right).
The result of the standard Casida method with damping (η = 0.5) in the d-aug-cc-pvqz basis set is shown
for comparison. Reference data (black line) from the method of [15].

qualitatively consistent even at extremely coarse basis sets: note for instance that the basis set aug-cc-pvdz
only has two basis functions for the p channel relevant here. To check systematic convergence, we used a
basis of even-tempered gaussians with N gaussian exponents logarithmically spaced from 0.01 to 10 (these
values are taken somewhat arbitrarilly and not optimized).

To appreciate how inadequate the Casida method is to compute photoionization spectra on this system,
note that, in the largest basis set used here, d-aug-cc-pvqz and in the frequency range displayed here, there
are only two relevant (1s → 2p) excitations, at ω = 0.64 and ω = 0.91. This is clearly not sufficient to
reconstruct a full spectrum. The same goes for other approaches such as complex absorbing potentials; these
methods, even with optimal parameters, will only move these two poles in the complex plane, which is not
sufficient to reproduce the full structure of the spectrum.

To illustrate, we plot Figure 2 for ω = 1 the orbital variation δψ+, as well as the localized δφ+ defined
by δψ+ = G0(ω + i0+)δφ+. It is clearly not possible to represent the delocalized variation δψ+ by localized
orbitals, but δφ+ is relatively short-range and therefore can reasonably be expanded on a gaussian basis set.

Beryllium has two occupied orbitals (1s and 2s), yielding two different thresholds. Here, small standard
basis sets are inaccurate, showing a displaced peak after the 2s ionization and unphysical oscillations after
the 1s ionization. Using even-tempered basis set (using 10 gaussians with exponents logarithmically spaced
between 0.01 and 10) yields an almost perfect ionization spectrum.

The ionization threshold of the 2s orbital lies below the 1s→2p excitation energy, which turns into a
resonance. This resonance, extremely hard to capture with standard damping methods, is present and
relatively accurate even with very coarse basis sets. Note that, since we are able to compute analytic
continuations of the matrix elements of the free Green function as z crosses the positive real axis, we could
compute this resonance directly [7], but we do not pursue this direction in this paper.

3.2 Nonpolar molecules

We next try our method on nonpolar molecules, on which the asymptotic decay of the total potential is
dictated by the quadrupole moment (decaying thus as 1/r3). The test was conducted for H2 and CH4,
demonstrating a rapid convergence with respect to the basis set used: in both cases the spectrum is already
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Figure 2: Orbital variations δψ+ and δφ+ (see text) for Helium at ω = 1.
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Figure 3: Photoionization of Beryllium (left), with zoom on the 1s→2p resonance (right).

almost converged at the aug-ccpvdz level. In particular, we find that moving from aug to d-aug basis sets
turns out to be much more efficient, convergence-wise, than increasing the zeta label of the basis. This
confirms again that the relevant components lies in the asymptotic part of the wave-function, supported by
the delocalized atomic orbitals.

3.3 Polar molecule

We test the method on the strongly polarized LiH molecule. The strong dipole moment makes it hard for
the method to converge, especially after the second ionization. Spurious oscillations after the peaks appear,
which are consistent with what has been observed using approximate boundary conditions in radial methods
[15]. However, we remark that these difficulties do not hinder the capture of both ionization thresholds.

3.4 Charged systems

We use Li+ as a benchmark in this case. As any other charged systems, ions have a long-range total
potential decaying in 1/r. In such a case, the asymptotic form of the δψ is modified from a plane wave to a
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Figure 5: CH4

Coulomb wave [15, Appendix]. Therefore, the functions δφ become much more delocalized, and our method
is inadequate.

Accordingly, there are strong oscillations after the ionization threshold, which disappear very slowly when
increasing the basis set size; this is consistent with Figure 5 of [15]. For this example, the coarse integration
grids we used before were not sufficient to resolve the fine oscillations, and we used a Gauss-Chebyshev grid
with 100 points in the radial direction produced by PySCF.

4 Conclusion

We have presented a new method to compute photoionization spectra for TDDFT with semilocal exchange-
correlation functionals in gaussian basis sets, and tested it on atoms and small molecules. The method
appears to be very efficient on atoms and nonpolar molecules; it struggles on polar molecules and charged
systems.

We note the following possible improvements to our methodology

• For simplicity, we used standard Dunning basis sets, with exchange-correlation integration grids.
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Figure 7: Li+

Both of these were designed for a different problem (converging ground states orbitals and exchange-
correlation integrals) than the one addressed here, and it is likely that computational efficiency can be
significantly improved by tailoring these to our problem rather than using off-the-shelf technology.

• The current methodology scales formally as the fourth power of the number of electrons, with the
possibility of cubic scaling at the cost of a higher prefactor. It should be possible to reduce this scaling
even further using techniques like the resolution of the identity.

• Although we tested our scheme on semilocal density functionals, it is in theory straightforwardly
adaptable to hybrid functionals. However, since the Sternheimer equation is effectively long-range in
these cases [15], we expect to face the same difficulties as we did in the ionic case. An efficient treatment
of the Coulomb potential is, as far as we know, an open problem in the non-radial case. A partial
solution could be to truncate artificially the potential; this would yield better basis set convergence
and eliminate the oscillations, at the price of a regularization of the problem (particularly important
near ionization thresholds).

• We only explored linear response TDDFT in the frequency domain; it would be interesting to generalize
this methodology to the non-perturbative TDDFT equations in the time domain. Recent progress has
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been made in this direction in [10], using a similar decoupling between the kinetic and potential
operators.

Finally, we note that we have focused here on atoms and small molecules. Experience suggests that it
might be harder to converge photoionization spectra of small molecules than of large systems, because the
relatively fine features computed here average out over a molecule, and because the basis sets used for larger
molecules cover a larger region of space. Exploring this further is an interesting topic for future research.
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Appendix: matrix elements of the Helmholtz kernel in Gaussian
basis sets

Our goal is the computation of integrals of the form

I = 〈g1, G0(ω + i0+)g2〉 = − 1

2π

∫
R6

g1(r)g2(r′)
e−λ|r−r

′|

|r− r′|
.

when g1 and g2 are gaussian-type orbitals, for complex values of λ. The case of interest in the present paper
is λ = −i

√
2ω (as well as possible analytic continuations of this). This also includes pointwise values of

G0(ω + i0+)g2 by taking for g1 the limit of a zero-width gaussian. Explicit formulas have been obtained
in the context of range-separated hybrids with Yukawa potentials [17, 18, 1]; we recall here the method of
computation.

As is standard, it suffices to compute the integral for the primitive radial gaussians g1(r) = e−α|r−R1|2 ,

g2(r) = e−β|r−R2|2 . Expressions for integrals involving higher angular momenta can be obtained by differ-
entiating the integrals with respect to the centers R1 and R2.

We use the integral representation:

e−λx

x
=

√
2

π

∫ ∞
0

dt e−
1
2 (x

2t2+λ2

t2
)

and relatively straightforward but tedious changes of variables to obtain

I = −1

2

(π
α

)3/2(π
β

)3/2
e−a

2r2

r

[
erfcx

(
λ

2a
+ ar

)
− erfcx

(
λ

2a
− ar

) ]
with a =

√
αβ/(α+ β) the combined Gaussian exponent, r = |Rt −Rs| and where erfcx denotes the scaled

complementary error function: erfcx(z) = ez
2

erfc(z).
The computation of derivatives requires special care for numerical stability. We refer to [18] for a discus-

sion of the issues and robust methods. We have implemented a similar method to that of [18] and generalized
it to complex values of λ. Since we have found the method of [12, 2] to be very fast for the computation of
error functions, we found that some of the complexity caused by the avoidance of these computations in [18]
were not needed, and we use a slightly simplified implementation, using an upward recurrence relation (s1
in [18]) for large values of ar, and a Taylor expansion in ar (s3 in [18]) for small values.
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